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IT’S A FAMILY AFFAIR
Paul Chapman’s Celebration of Life held 
last month became an overwhelming ex-
perience. The production, the music, the 
setting - everything was top quality, just 
the way Paul always wanted all of his 
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The 22nd Annual Melbourne Indepen-
dent Filmmakers Festival (MIFF) will 
be held on October 15th through 17th. 
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3-Boys-Productions who is a founder 
and producer of this eclectic festival.
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September 6th, 2020 - Lou’s Blues was the place to be to celebrate the life of Paul 
“Tonka” Chapman, the Welsh rock guitarist best known for his work in UFO and WAYSTED 
who died of a heart attack on June 9th, his 66th birthday. Read more next page.
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It’s A Family Affair
Some people grow above and beyond. They become 

BIGGER THAN LIFE. Paul “Tonka” Chapman is one 
of them - and his memorial concert was living proof. Paul 
Chapman was “in the room” and since it was an outdoor 
concert, he was “in the air.” His music, his photos, his band-
mates, his friends, his students, and most importantly his 
family came together in Lou’s Blues parking lot for a Cel-
ebration of Life of a rock legend who is beloved all over 
the world.
 After months of Corona-restrictions that almost eradi-
cated live music, the production team headed by Brittany 
Chapman (Paul’s daughter) and Ned Meloni (Paul’s son-
in-law) were facing challenges of keeping everyone safe 
while putting on a major concert. It became an overwhelm-
ing production. Rez Pro provided tables, chairs, tent, lights, 
video and mobile stage; Sheri Taylor played a major role in 
the video production and arranged the LED screen truck. 
Together with Brittany they put together the incredible 
photo/video collage and video testimonials. Kyle Bolduc 
provided the sound system. The performances were out-
standing featuring famous names like Kenny Earl (vocals), 
Jack Starr, Ned Meloni, Dave Kury, Todd Charron. Paul’s 
students made him proud while Frank Rios sang his heart 
out. Among other performers were Paul’s grandsons, Owen 
Chapman (guitar) and Gavin Chapman (bass), along with 
Ned’s sister Janinne Meloni (photo below). With a rainbow 
in the sky and glow worms after dark, we ALL became Paul 
Chapman’s family. Thank you, Brittany and Ned!

The largest charity surfing festival on the East Coast, the 
35th Annual NKF Rich Salick PRO-AM Surfing Fes-

tival featuring the Healthmap Solutions  Men’s Pro, has 
been postponed due to the pandemic. Usually this event 
takes place on Labor Day Weekend at the Cocoa Beach 
Pier. Last year hurricane Dorian was heading our way and 
forced organizers to set a new date in October on Columbus 
Day weekend. This year Covid 19 caused several event re-
strictions and postponing it was a consequent decision. The 
Friday evening registration party has been canceled due to 
social distancing requirements. All registrations must be 
submitted either online or to the NKF office prior to 12 pm 
on Friday, October 9th to be placed in a surfing heat for the 
competition.
 Professional and amateur surfers will hit the waves 
in the preliminary surf heats that begin on October 10th. 
Professional competitions include the Healthmap Solutions 
Men’s Pro, Surfer Dudes Jr. Men’s Pro, Victory Casino 
Men’s Longboard Pro, and Gutin & Wolverton Women’s 
Longboard Pro. Amateur divisions that you don’t want to 
miss include the Surfer Dudes Pollywog division where 
nine year old surfers and younger compete for a spot in the 
finals of this prestigious division. Surfing finals conclude 
October 12th.
 Other activities include the Footprints in the Sand Kid-
ney Walk on Saturday at 9 am. Right after the walk at noon 
you can participate in a Bicycle Bar Tour of Hope, a one 
hour ride through the beachside bicycle paths of Cocoa 
Beach. For more information about the Kidney Walk or Bar 
Tour go to CocoaBeachKidneyWalk.org and www.MadHat-
terPromotions.com
 This world-class event features both Professional and 
Amateur surfing, along with a tandem surfing exhibition on 
the main stage. The 2020 Taste of Brevard is on hold but an 
online silent auction will take place the same week of the 
surfing competition. Please check back for important infor-
mation regarding this year’s event. www.nkfsurf.com. 

Columbus Day Weekend, Oct. 10-12, Cocoa Beach Pier

NKF PRO-AM Surf Festival
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The 22nd Annual Melbourne Independent 
Filmmakers Festival (MIFF) is NOT canceled 

and will be held on October 15th through 17th. 
Brevard Live talked to Terry Cronin of 3-Boys-
Productions who is a founder and producer of 
this eclectic festival which takes several months 
to organize. This year it was all done during a 
pandemic, not knowing how it would end up.

 Since the theaters have been open for a couple of 
months, will the event be held at the Premiere Theaters 
Oaks Stadium as in the years before?
Cronin: Yes we plan to have the event at the beautiful Pre-
miere Theaters Oaks Stadium again but we will be comply-
ing with current recommendations by limiting indoor atten-
dance to 50 percent capacity.
 We’ve been through hurricanes but never had to deal 
with a pandemic and its restrictions. What is different this 
year?
Cronin: Despite the pandemic, the Melbourne Independent 
Filmmakers Festival (MIFF) is scheduled for October 15-
17, 2020 and we have some unique programs planned that 
comply with current health recommendations including a 
Friday night outdoor drive-in program planned so partici-
pants can enjoy the fun from the comfort of their own car. 
We also plan to broadcast our red carpet and VIP program 
over the internet so viewers can enjoy the show from home 
as well.
 Will there be a Red Carpet reception, an award cer-
emony, and a VIP After Party?
Cronin: The answer is yes but sadly the reception will be 
minimized and the use of social distancing on the red carpet 
will be in effect. There will still be some surprises though!
 Despite of shutdowns the MIFF has received a lot of 
film submissions this year. Seems the filmmaking world is 
alive and well?
Cronin: Definitely! We continue to receive so many submis-
sions and we have become quite selective in what we show. 
We promote Florida filmmakers, only encourage short film 
submissions, and they must be under 25 minutes. We show 
feature films by invitation only. This year we will be opening 

Catch The Film-Demic
October 15-17, Premiere Theaters Oaks

Brevard Live
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with the fantastic documentary “Surviving Supercon” 
directed by the multi-talented Steven Shea showcasing a 
zany four day Behind the Scenes look at how a ragtag 
Mom & Pop operation pulls off one of the biggest pop 
culture conventions in the country. This film also kicked 
off the prestigious Florida Film Festival and will give our 
community a chance to see it on the big screen.
 We’re also showing Intelligent Thinking (patent 
pending) - a dark comedy by local auteur Lear Bunda 
that explores his experience as a victim of the infamous 
sex cult NXIVM through an absurdist filter.
 We will also be premiering the short comedy “Last 
Impressions” directed by actor and Melbourne resident 
Annie Travolta which was shot locally with Florida tal-
ent!
 It takes months to prepare for this event. What was 
different this year?
Cronin: I think we all can’t underestimate the stress that 
the pandemic put on everyone in our community and our 
hope that we can bring some much needed enjoyment to 
our audience. Masks are encouraged!

The 2020 MIFF program is printed in the center of this 
month’s issue. Tickets for the event are available at Pre-
miere Theaters Oaks.

“The show must go on!” says Terry Cronin. “In a safe 
environment, of course.” For tickets and updated infor-
mation visit www.MelbourneFilmFest.com or check out 
their Facebook page.
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Brevard Live

By Steve Keller

Recording Artist, Motivational Speaker, Author

Brant Menswar is no stranger to the spotlight. 
Whether it be a concert stage, a pulpit or most 

recently zoom presentations, he brings his ‘A’ game, 
wisdom and experiences in life to help others.  Black 
Sheep: Unleash the Extraordinary, Awe-Inspiring, Un-
discovered You is his first entry into the book publish-
ing world. Released last month, the book has caught 
the attention of both critics and casual readers alike. 
The Brevard resident by way of New England now 
finds himself preaching for self-awareness in one of 
the most uncertain times in our history.
 
With all of his accomplishments, Church co-founder, Na-
tional Recording Artist, Motivational speaker, the true es-
sence of who Brant Menswar is begins at home. Married 
to high school sweetheart Emily, they have two sons; Theo 
22 and Brady 19 and currently reside in Cocoa. The Men-
swars have put down roots in Central Florida after migrating 
here from New Hampshire. A career ending injury stopped a 
prospect in playing professional baseball  and eventually led 
the family to the Sunshine state.
  His career choices were anything but conventional; 
singer/songwriter in the band Fort Pastor.  Co-founder and 
pastor at Nomad Community Church. It was these endeav-
ors and the subsequent endings that put him on the path to 
the present. Next came Banding People Together; an inno-
vative consulting firm that has worked with Netflix, Verizon, 
St. Jude Children’s Hospital and dozens more strengthen-
ing employer/employee relations through the creativeness 
of song. Menswar began a successful speaking engagement 
profession, His talks always start off with a question to his 
audience.  “What matters most to you”?
  A simple but effective way to get your attention. Men-
swar attests that in order to succeed you first need to estab-
lish and recognize what your core values are. For the last 
few years he would travel around the country and Canada 
giving talks primarily at conferences and private business 
events.  His ideology was solid, people responded to the 
concepts that he was presenting.  Never one to shy away 
from marketing, the light bulb went off that would soon de-
fine his purpose and get his book aspirations set into motion.
  “A black sheep’s wool cannot be dyed,” Menswar states 
in a interview with Brevard Live. “A black sheep is 100 per-
cent authentically original.  It cannot be influenced, changed 

or molded into something it isn’t by outside forces.” Sud-
denly the negative connotations of being a black sheep, an 
outcast, is thrown aside.  The concept of finding a better you 
and making decisions to strengthen that can be and are dis-
cussed in the book. The mascot of a black sheep was created 
by son Theo. The life experiences shared in the book and in 
his speeches culminate in their relationship and the medical 
struggles his eldest son endured.
  In 2012 Theo was diagnosed with a rare blood cancer 
called myelodysplastic syndrome and he required a bone 
marrow transplant to survive. Complications from the trans-
plant resulted in a 263 day stay at Florida Hospital. It was a 
life changing event for all involved and as his father, Men-
swar questioned his decisions during the ordeal. Through 
faith, technology and science, Theo was able to recover.  
The forever lasting effects shaped Menswar’s view on his 
life and others.
  “Brant’s volume is set to 11 in all the best ways,” states 
friend and fellow author Justin McRoberts. “His life and 
process are on display for the benefit of those of us who 
need to see what courage and forthrightness look like over 
time.  He is a rare gift.”
  Menswar draws upon is families struggles and personal 
experiences in the book to inspire others. “I’ve known Brant 
for 8 years,” explains Stefani Bush. “ Watching him live out 
the discovery and witnessing the genesis of this book take 
hold of his life and transform him is what pulled me in to not 
only give it a whirl but wanting to champion the book.” The 

Brant Menswar
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Bush family have their own medical afflictions as Stefani 
and children Will and Sasha have Mitochondrial disease. 
“The book takes readers into the core of their soul and 
helps them to embrace their non-negotiable values instead 
of just ‘winging it’. Readers are given an opportunity to 
embrace it and live life on purpose. If you’re willing to do 
the work, the sky is the limit.”
  This gift of insight in the form of his first book re-
lease has Menswar busier than ever.  Gone (for now) is 
the extensive travel from city to city giving talks in front 
of huge crowds.  Now, instead, are virtual talks.  Podcasts 
(including Thoughts That Rock, one he cohosts with fel-
low speaker Jim Knight).  Think of it as a morning radio 
show where the topic of the day is finding the key to hap-
piness.  “I’m now my own sound guy, my lighting direc-
tor,” he jokes as to the preparation needed to participate in 
his home office. With the book released September 29th, 
Menswar promotes it as the rock star he was destined to 
be. His current band, Big Kettle Drum is on pause while 
his other ventures take their course.  Releasing numer-
ous albums touring nationwide and even appearing on 
the cover of this very magazine over the last decade plus, 
Menswar and cofounder/guitarist JT Keel now find them-
selves in an enviable position. “BKD is in the great posi-
tion of only playing the shows we want to,” he explains. 
“We still play a few times a year, mostly for charity.” Ex-
pectations for the book’s success are as high as his trade-
mark coif. “The book is set to be in the front window of 
Barnes and Noble on 5th Ave in NYC in November,” he 
provides with a grin from ear to ear. “ I may have to take 
a trip up there to see for myself.”
  After all the trials and tribulations he has faced, Men-
swar continues on. With grace. With humility. With inten-
tional purpose. As big as faith is in his life, the book itself 
is not bait and switch to bring to the church on Sundays. 
“The beauty of the Black Sheep approach is that is works 
both in and out of faith-based communities,” he explains. 
“If you happen to be a Christian, this will teach you how 
to live out your faith.  If you follow a different religion, 
are agnostic or atheist, 
this concept teaches you 
to align your values with 
your purpose.”  With all 
that is wrong in the world, 
having a direction to go 
in and learning to tools 
to maintain that direction 
doesn’t seem to be a bad 
way to spend an afternoon 
indoors reading.

findyourblacksheep.com
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Super Questions

By Chuck Van Riper

The Column

Who is old enough to remember the original Superman 
TV show? You know, the old black and white ver-

sion with George Reeves as Superman. The story goes, he 
was sent off in a space ship from the planet Krypton before 
its demise. He landed on Earth in a farmtown called Small-
ville. He was found in a field by the Kents, whose farm he 
landed in. They found out he had superpower and told him 
to use it only for good. He moves to Metropolis and gets a 
gig as a reporter with the Daily Planet newspaper, which 
is his cover. I can still hear the music, and “Look, up in 
the sky! It’s a bird! It’s a plane! It’s Superman”. And of 
course, “More powerful than a locomotive! Able to leap tall 
buildings in a single bound! Faster than a speeding bullet!” 
Fighting for truth, justice and the American way. That was 
Superman, but as always, I had a couple of questions.
 First of all, the glasses. When he was Clark Kent he 
wore glasses. What a disguise! Now, I’ve been wearing 
glasses since I was a little kid. Not once have I taken my 
glasses off and had somebody come up to me and say “Hey, 
who are you? Where’s Chuck?” Why didn’t Lois Lane, be-
ing the crack investigative reporter she was, say to him, 
“You know Clark, Superman has your exact same face ex-
cept without the glasses.” Maybe for Halloween this year 
I’ll just take my glasses off and see who still recognizes me, 
but I won’t be able to tell because my glasses aren’t on. So, 
if you see me stumbling around downtown on Halloween, 
it’s ok if you say “Yo, you moron, we can still tell it’s you!” 
Now when he used his x-ray vision while he had his glasses 
on, what did that do to the glass? Didn’t it get really hot? 
Would it melt the glass? Did he keep an extra pair of glasses 
for when he changed back? 
 Now invariably, when Clark had to become Superman, 
he either ducked into a phone booth (remember them?!) and 
took his suit off or he ducked into an alley. Firstly, phone 
booths were made from GLASS! The clear kind! Is it pos-
sible that nobody in the whole city could see through glass? 
Is it possible that, being that he was “faster than a speeding 
bullet,” he could change so fast nobody could see him? But 
he had to go into and come out of the phone booth. So, 
anyway, now he’s in his Superman garb. What does he do 
with his clothes? Does he leave them on a pile on the floor 
of the phone booth? What if someone needs to make a call 
while he’s out saving the world? They go in and find a pile 
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of clothes on the ground? I would assume he would carry 
his money and ID with him. Why didn’t anybody ever 
find it or rob him? Did he fold his clothes or leave them 
in a pile? Why didn’t his clothes look all wrinkly when 
he went back to being Clark? Maybe he could dry clean 
“faster than a speeding bullet”, too. What did he do with 
his shoes and socks? I don’t care how fast you are, it takes 
some time to put on socks and a pair of wing-tips. Again, 
when he went into an alley to change, did he leave his 
clothes there? There’s even more of a chance of getting 
ripped off. Maybe he just had hundreds of the same suit at 
home. Where would he get the money for that, consider-
ing his job, at that particular time, probably payed around 
$4500 a year? Then again, if he really needed a suit, I’m 
sure he could fly through the walls of the local haber-
dashery and get one, put it on, adjust his tie, and nobody 
would ever see him. I guess it would make a good ex-
cuse for when his cranky boss would yell at him “Clark! 
Where have you been?” He could smugly reply “Well, 
after saving the world, I had to go get my suit dry cleaned. 
Some guy found it all crumpled up in the phone booth.”
 Now, about this cape thing, was that just an accessory 
or was it necessary for flying? And if he wore it under 
his clothes, why wasn’t it all lumpy in the back? Was it 
all tucked under his shirt or did some have to be tucked 
down his pants? Wouldn’t that make his butt really big? 
Not many places had air conditioning back then. How 
hot would it be in the summertime in a city wearing a 
suit AND a superman outfit and a cape on top of that? 
Wouldn’t there be sweat stains on his uniform? 
 Since he was faster than a speeding bullet, when peo-
ple shot at him, were the bullets bouncing off his body? 
If so, they had to ricochet somewhere. That’s kind of ir-
responsible for a super hero, don’t you think? Maybe he 
was moving back and forth so fast he looked like he was 
standing still. Kind of like doing the Macarena really fast, 
in which case the bullets would be flying off of every-
thing. Since he was all bulletproof and stuff, how did he 
trim his toenails and fingernails? I mean, since he was the 
strongest one in the universe, I guess he could have bit 
them. I wonder if he ever chipped a tooth trying that? You 
never saw him crash through a brick wall in his inimitable 
way, then stop and say “Damn, I chipped a nail!” Was he 
totally impervious everywhere? How about his tongue? 
Could he drink down a bottle of Crystal hot sauce and not 
have his eyes watering? How does he cut his hair? That’s 
another thing: Clark and Superman have different hair. So 
when he’s changing in the phone booth, how does he do 
his hair? Does he carry a mirror with him? And a comb? 
How about his eyebrows? If some body plucked them one 
by one, does he feel it?
 See, it’s over critical thinking that can ruin anything, 
even our childhood heroes. Sometimes it is better to just 
enjoy the moment and not question why.
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By Matthew Bretz

Brevard Live

The first time I saw Justin Townes 
Earle was during my first trip 

to that oh so amazing music festival 
Bonnaroo held every year in Tennes-
see. He was sitting on a picnic table by 
himself in the artist/press area. He was 
alone and dressed in a classic cowboy 
show outfit. Shiny fringed suit with 
matching cowboy hat. I said hello as I 
passed by and he returned my greeting, 
but it would be years before we would 
actually have a conversation. That 
night Justin, along with an equally fan-
cy fiddle player, played a set of his own 
songs in classic country fashion inside 
a small tent. What I remember most 
about his performance was how he 
engaged with the audience. It wasn’t 
today’s brand of “let’s f-ing rock!.” In-
stead it was a collection of pleasantries 
and old time show man. It was refresh-
ing and started my love affair with the 
music of Justin Townes Earle.

Last month, on the 20th of August, we 
lost Justin Townes Earle at the young 
age of 38. He left behind a wife and 
a child, and, of course, his parents 
including alt-country pioneer Steve 
Earle. By all reports Earle had been 
suffering from pneumonia the previous 
week before his death, and although 
the official cause of death had not been 
announced at the time of print, officials 

believe he died from a probable drug 
overdose. Justin had been battling ad-
diction and drug abuse since the age 
of twelve. It was never lost on anyone 
that he was simply following family 
tradition.

The next time I would see JTE was at 
a press conference. He had just been 
named “Best Dressed” by People Mag-
azine and was hanging out at music 
festival but not playing. After the con-
ference I stalked him outside and said 
hello. Years had gone by since our first 
brief meeting, and now I was a bonifide 
fan, so I was determined to exchange at 
least a couple words. I don’t remember 
much what we talked about, but I do 
remember how polite and pleasant his 
conversation was-- charming to the hilt 
in that heartwarming old country style. 
He may have even been annoyed by a 
stranger talking to him out of the blue, 
but I could never tell. He made me feel 
like an old friend.

When Justin was born, his father decid-
ed to name him Townes after his men-
tor Townes Van Zandt. After a short 
two years Steve left his wife and son 
to go on tour permanently. For most of 
his life, JTE grew up without a father 
and carried that anger his entire life as 
evidenced in his music. One of Earle’s 

Remembering
Justin Townes Earle

most captivating songs is called “Ma-
ma’s Eyes” and is about his love for 
his mother. Once in an interview JTE 
was quoted as saying that he wrote 
Mama’s Eyes to let people know that 
his mother raised him, and she should 
get some credit. He said “people write 
about daddy all the time.”

Justin’s big breakthrough came with 
his single “Harlem River Blues” off of 
his album of the same name in 2011. 
I saw JTE on tour for this album at 
another music festival in Orlando. He 
was in a tent and the crowd wasn’t too 
thick - not because of him, but because 
the festival didn’t have a big draw - 
and we were able to sit on the ground 
right in front of him sitting on a stool 
and playing his songs with a couple of 
other acoustic musicians. It was magi-
cal.

The last time I would ever see him play 
was again in Orlando - this time at the 
Social in downtown. This time he was 
all by himself and I knew the words to 
every single song. Like a lot of people 
out there I miss Justin Townes Earle, 
and I’m so sad for his wife and his 
little girl. I’m sad for his parents who 
shouldn’t have to bury their son. And I 
am so sad that there won’t be anymore 
music.
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1 - THURSDAY
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Joel Thomas 
GOOMBAY’S: TBA 
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
7-10pm Sybil Gage
LOU’S BLUES: 6-9pm 
Acoustic

2 - FRIDAY
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 
6pm Matt Adkins
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Sarah D
GOOMBAY’S: 7pm Billy 
Chapman 
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 6-9pm 
Steve Kirsner & Friends; 8:30-
11pm Rev. Billy C. Wirtz
HILTON CB/
LONGBOARDS: 6-9pm Sean 
Manvell 
LOU’S BLUES: 5:30pm 
Karaoke w/ Bob Neal
MATT’S CASBAH: 6:30pm 
Georgia Randall
SANDBAR: 6pm Dub Masters

3 - SATURDAY
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 
6pm Stay Tuned
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Tom Parks
GOOMBAYS: 7pm Andrew 
Walker
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
7-11pm Terry Myers and Ron 
Teixeira Trio
HILTON CB/
LONGBOARDS: 6-9pm Rick 
and Tino
LOU’S BLUES: 5:30pm 
Karaoke w/ Cindy
MATTS CASBAH: 6:30pm 
Jake Salter
SANDBAR: VIP Party all day; 
1-5pm Love Valley; 6-10pm 
Bullet Dodgers

4 - SUNDAY 
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 
4pm Rick Cupoli
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
4pm Good Vibes Sunday 
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
7-11pm Jazz Jam Session 
HILTON CB/
LONGBOARDS: 1-4pm Jason 
Domulot
LOU’S BLUES: 3:30pm Which 
Doctors
MATT’S CASBAH: 12-4pm 
Clint Steward

5 - MONDAY 
GOOMBAYS: 7pm Open Mic 
w/ Andrew Walker 
LOU’S BLUES: 7pm Dirty 
Bingo

6 - TUESDAY 
GOOMBAY’S: 5-7pm Dudley 
Quest; 7:30pm Trivia 
LOU’S BLUES: 6:30pm Trivia; 
9pm Killer Tomatoes
SANDBAR: 5pm Vince 
Cranford

7 - WEDNESDAY 
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Char Good
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
6-10pm Chief Cherry Quintet
LOU’S BLUES: 6:30pm Rock-
Star Karaoke
SANDBAR: 6pm Big Daddy 
Karaoke

8 - THURSDAY
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Mike Murphy
GOOMBAYS: 6:30pm David 
Southwood Smith 
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 7pm 
Sybil Gage
LOU’S BLUES: 8:30pm 
Whiskey Trio

9 - FRIDAY
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 6pm 
Matt Adkins
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Irena Freckle
GOOMBAY’S: 7pm Billy 
Chapman
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 6-9pm 
Steve Kirsner & Friends
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
6-9pm Jonathan Honeycutt
LOU’S BLUES: 5:30pm 
Karaoke w/ Bob Neal, 9:30pm 
Band TBA
MATT’S CASBAH: 6:30pm 
Joe Calautti
SANDBAR: 6pm Musical 
Seduction

10 - SATURDAY
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 6pm 
John McDonald
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Bill Hamilton
GOOMBAY’S: 7pm Drifting 
Roots
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
7-11pm Hella Ayelet Gal with 
Ron Teixeira Trio
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
6-9pm Rick and Tino

LOU’S BLUES: 5:30pm 
Karaoke w/ Cindy; 9:30pm 
Switch
MATT’S CASBAH: 6:30pm 
Joel Thomas
SANDBAR: 6pm Love Valley

11 - SUNDAY 
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 4pm 
Big Jim Adams
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
4pm Good Vibes Sunday 
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
7-11pm Jazz Jam Session 
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
1-4pm TA Williams
LOU’S BLUES: 3:30pm 
Highway 1
MATT’S CASBAH: 12-4pm 
Matt Rosman

12 - MONDAY
GOOMBAYS: 7pm Open Mic 
w/ Andrew Walker 
LOU’S BLUES: 7pm Dirty 
Bingo

13 - TUESDAY  
GOOMBAYS: 5-7pm Dudley 
Quest; 7:30pm Trivia 
LOU’S BLUES: 6:30pm Trivia
SANDBAR: 5pm Dub 321 Solo

14 - WEDNESDAY
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Denise Turner
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
6-10pm Chief Cherry Quintet
LOU’S BLUES: 6:30pm Rock-
Star Karaoke
SANDBAR: 6pm Big Daddy 
Karaoke

15 - THURSDAY
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Jerry Z
GOOMBAYS: 6:30pm Eric Lee 
Webb 
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 7pm 
Sybil Gage
LOU’S BLUES: 8:30pm Dirty 
30s

16 - FRIDAY
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 6pm 
Matt Adkins
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Irena Freckle
GOOMBAYS: 7pm Billy 
Chapman
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 6-9pm 
Steve Kirsner & Friends
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
6-9pm Rick and Tino
LOU’S BLUES: 5:30pm 

Entertainment Calendar
October 2020

The Sandbar in Cocoa 
Beach has always been 
known for incredible par-
ties. Over the past few 
months the pandemic put 
a damper on all the fun. 
But entrepreneurs are also 
inventive. Soon owners 
Andrew and Mark turned 
the front parking lot into a 
seating area under a tent.
More outside seating and 
proper distance is the rule. 
On Saturday, October 3rd, 
the annual VIP Party 2020 
Pandemic Style is on the 
menu with drink specials 
and give-aways. To be 
a VIP for life all you have 
to do is show up. All day 
long VIP keychains will 
be handed out. With this 
chain you will get 15% off 
your entire bill every time 
you visit the Sandbar.
 Two bands will be 
playing outside. At 1 pm 
Love Valley will take the 
stage, at 6 pm the Bullet 
Dodgers will be perform-
ing. 

Saturday, October 3
Sandbar, Cocoa Beach

VIP For Life
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Karaoke w/ Bob Neal; 9:30pm 
Speakeasy
MATT’S CASBAH: 6:30pm 
Frank Rios
SANDBAR: 6pm 506 Crew 
Duo

17 - SATURDAY
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 6pm 
Reggae Juice
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Mike Murphy
GOOMBAYS: 7pm Oktoberfest 
w/ White Coast Syndrome
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
7-11pm Ron Teixeira Trio
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
6-9pm Jonathan Honeycutt
LOU’S BLUES: 5:30pm 
Karaoke w/ Cindy; 9:30pm Luna 
Pearl
MATT’S CASBAH: 6:30pm 
Riptide Duo
SANDBAR: 6pm Dirty Power; 
Okto-BEER-Fest

18 - SUNDAY 
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 4pm 
Stay Tuned
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
4pm Good Vibes Sunday  
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
7-11pm Jazz Jam Session
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
1-4pm Jonathan Honeycutt 
LOU’S BLUES: 3:30pm Vince 
Reed
MATT’S CASBAH: 12-4pm 
Client Steward

19 - MONDAY
GOOMBAYS: 7pm Open Mic 
w/ Andrew Walker 
LOU’S BLUES: 7pm Dirty 
Bingo

20 - TUESDAY 
GOOMBAYS: 5-7pm Dudley 
Quest; 7:30pm Trivia 
LOU’S BLUES: 6:30pm Trivia
SANDBAR: 5pm Teddy V

21 - WEDNESDAY
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Sarah D
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
6-10pm Chief Cherry Quintet
LOU’S BLUES: 6:30pm Rock-
Star Karaoke
SANDBAR: 6pm Big Daddy 
Karaoke  

22 - THURSDAY
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Chuck Van Riper

GOOMBAYS: 6:30pm David 
Southwood Smith 
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 7pm 
Sybil Gage
LOU’S BLUES: 8:30pm Joe 
Calautti

23 - FRIDAY
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 6pm 
Matt Adkins
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Irena Freckle
GOOMBAYS: 7pm Billy 
Chapman
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 6-9pm 
Steve Kirsner & Friends
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
6-9pm Rick and Tino 
LOU’S BLUES: 5:30pm 
Karaoke w/ Bob Neal; 9:30pm 
Picture Show
MATT’S CASBAH: 6:30pm 
Anja & Gayle
SANDBAR: 6pm 506 Crew Duo
 

24 - SATURDAY
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 6pm 
Stay Tuned
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Steve Hodak
GOOMBAYS: 7pm Andrew 
Walker
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 7-11pm 
Hella Ayelet Gal with Ron 
Teixeira Trio
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
6-9pm Rick and Tino 
LOU’S BLUES: 5:30pm 
Karaoke w/ Cindy; 9:30pm Band 
TBA
MATT’S CASBAH: 6:30pm 
Shain & Alanna Duo
SANDBAR: 6pm Rios Rock 
Band

25 - SUNDAY 
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 4pm 
Big Jim Adams
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
4pm Good Vibes Sunday  
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 7-11pm 
Jazz Jam Session
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
1-4pm Andrew Rickman 
LOU’S BLUES: 3:30pm 
Coolers
MATT’S CASBAH: 12-4pm 
The Tommy Mitchell Show

26 - MONDAY
GOOMBAYS: 7pm Open Mic 
w/ Andrew Walker 
LOU’S BLUES: 7pm Dirty 
Bingo

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

27 - TUESDAY 
GOOMBAYS: 5-7pm Dudley 
Quest; 7:30pm Trivia 
LOU’S BLUES: 6:30pm Trivia
SANDBAR: 5pm Scott Baker

28 - WEDNESDAY
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Denise Turner
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
6-10pm Chief Cherry Quintet
LOU’S BLUES: 6:30pm Rock-
Star Karaoke
SANDBAR: 6pm Big Daddy 
Karaoke 

29 - THURSDAY
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Jerry Z
GOOMBAY’S: 6:30pm Eric 
Lee Webb 
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
7-10pm Sybil Gage
LOU’S BLUES: 8:30pm 
Stringbacks

30 - FRIDAY
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 6pm 
Matt Adkins
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Sarah D
GOOMBAY’S: 7pm Billy 
Chapman 
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 6-9pm 
Steve Kirsner & Friends; 8:30-
11pm Rev. Billy C. Wirtz
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
6-9pm Rick and Tino 
LOU’S BLUES: 5:30pm 
Karaoke w/ Bob Neal; 9:30pm 
Funpipe
MATT’S CASBAH: 6:30pm 
Char Good & Dex Wilborn
SANDBAR: 6pm Dub 321

31 - SATURDAY
BONEFISH WILLY’S 
RIVERFRONT GRILLE: 6pm 
Stay Tuned
FRESH SCRATCH BISTRO: 
6pm Tom Parks
GOOMBAYS: 7pm Andrew 
Walker
HEIDI’S JAZZ CLUB: 
7-11pm Ron Teixeira Trio
HILTON CB/LONGBOARDS: 
6-9pm Josh Keels 
LOU’S BLUES: 5:30pm 
Karaoke w/ Cindy; 9:30pm 
Halloween Party w/ Luna Pearl
MATTS CASBAH: 6:30pm 
Halloween Party w/ Galaxy
SANDBAR: 6pm Halloween 
Party w/ Costume Contest, DJ 
Goldfinga & DJ Frankie Sly

All calendar listings are 
subject to change without 
notice.

Oct 2-4: Hedwig and the An-
gry Inch, Titusville Playhouse, 
321-268-1125
Oct 3: Brevard Symphony 
Orchestra Concert: Beethoven 
Symphony No. 6 “Pastoral” 
– A Virtual Event, 321-242-
2219, KingCenter.com
Oct 3: Field Manor’s 5th 
Annual Oyster & Fish Fry, 
Field Manor, Merritt Island, 
321-848-0365
Oct 3: Fan Favorites Redux 
Concert Drive-In Concert 
- The Avenue, Space Coast 
Symphony Orchestra, Viera, 
855-252-7276,
Oct 9-18: Evil Dead The 
Musical, Titusville Playhouse, 
321-268-1125
Oct 9-11: A Halloween Tril-
ogy of Plays, Historic Cocoa 
Village Playhouse, 321-636-
5050
Oct 10-11: Annual Indian 
River Bird and Nature Art 
Show, Sebastian River Art 
Club, Sebastian, 772-321-
9477
Oct 17: From the Flat to 
the Silver Screen Drive-In 
Concert - The Avenue, Space 
Coast Symphony Orchestra, 
Viera, 855-252-7276
Oct 17: Classic Albums Live: 
Fleetwood Mac – Rumours, 
King Center, Melbourne, 321-
242-2219
Oct 23-31: The Rocky Horror 
Show Live, Titusville Play-
house, 321-268-1125
Oct 23 - Nov 8: Grease, 
Henegar Center, Downtown 
Melbourne, 321-723-8698
Oct 23-25: Hot Pink: The 
Music of The Rolling Stones, 
Historic Cocoa Village Play-
house, 321-636-5050
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Brevard Live

By Steve Keller

LOCAL
LOWDOWN
Here we are…in Roctober! The 

leaves are changing colors. The 
weather, at least up north, starts to get 
colder. It was September 2001 that I 
first ventured into the Sunshine State. 
Crazy to think that next year will be 
20 years. A little bit older, a little bit 
wiser?  Perhaps. At press time we were 
inching our way back to normal. I pray 
that remains the case. As always I hope 
that all is well in your world as you are 
reading this. We have a lot to cover as 
always so without further ado, let’s get 
going.  
 
I was able to have a long overdue con-
versation with James ‘Jimbo’ Gar-
ris. He and I have known each other 
for a very long time and you’d be 
hard pressed to find a more genuine, 
sincere and dedicated musician. His 
lifelong health issues took a turn last 
July resulting in 4 strokes, the last one 
occurring when he was already hospi-
talized. “I’m lucky and grateful that 
I have my motor skills and still able 
to play guitar,” he relayed to me and 
our readers. The strokes did leave him 
with issues with digestion, balance and 
a paralyzed vocal cord. “It’s been slow 
going, doing a lot of physical therapy 
to see what progress I can make,” he 
assures. Anyone that knows James 

knows that he is a fighter.  At press 
time details were still being worked 
out for a benefit concert. In the mean-
time you can contact him on Facebook 
under James Garris as well as the band 
page Honest Havoc. 
 
If this year wasn’t spooky enough, 
October brings us Halloween. Local 
filmmaker/video director OP Garza is 
bringing his scary film fest online. “We 
will be streaming from Oct 24th to 
31st,” he explains, calling it Scream N 
Stream.  The event will be free on You-
Tube. “We have currently almost three 
hours of content. All indie films. We are 
also linking to people who make hor-
ror related art, merch and music. Links 
will be live on our social media and 
on the event page as the show runs.” 
Garza who has also directed music 
videos for Never Ender, was deterred 
with the quarantine to bring the frights 
to the masses. “We felt this year is the 
year to sort of try foster community a 
bit and since we are streaming we hope 
our reach extends beyond Brevard 
County. We have blocks of content that 
will be separated by “intermissions” 
with our mascot and will play into our 
lore/backstory.” Find out more about 
Scream N Stream online and on You-
Tube later this month.
 
It could be that I listen to more WFIT 
now because I work from home now 
(thanks Rona!) It could be but that’s 
not the whole reason.  As a longtime 
fan, I am loving the trio of shows The 
Lucy Show, Left Of The Dial and Bare-
foot’s Beach House. All three have 
their own flavor and as a 90’s college 
DJ, they take me back. Don’t get me 
wrong, all the programming on the 
station is top notch but hearing Rick 
Glasby talk about SWIMM instead of 
rocket launches really caught my ear. 
Taking over the Sonic Garage’s Tues-
day night slot didn’t hurt either as I 
drive back from band practice.  Much 
love to Lucy, Rob, Rick and Todd Ken-
nedy holding down the fort and enter-
taining all of us in our time of need. 

And here is your reminder that WFIT.
org  is our friend to listen to some great 
programming wherever you are.
 
Darien The Great is a name to look 
out for. Rap/R&B music in Brevard 
may seem like a hard genre to find but 
you’re just not looking hard enough. 
Darien brings the right mix of smooth-
ness and bravado. Highlighting his 
versatility and originality, he is be-
coming a well-known melodic rapper, 
a traditional MC and a soulful singer. 
His dedication to his craft and social 
media posts on being a Dad are inspir-
ing. As much as I miss live events these 
last months I look even more forward 
to the day where I and others can see 
Darien perform live. Check out tracks 
“So Fresh and So Clean” and “Flexin” 
among many others at unitedmasters.
com.

SFG sent a press release: “For the past 
couple years we have been straying 
away from the name Southern Fried 
Genocide due to the evolution of the 
band’s sound and members. As old 
members left, we wanted to come up 
with something that fell in line more 
with our message; as the old name was 
more developed by the remnants of 
a previous band that none of the cur-
rent members participated. We’ve been 
going by SFG for some time now but 
thought it important to define the name 
moving forward. We have decided that 
SFG will stand for Sixty Foot Giant. 
It’s a great play off of our song On The 
Shoulders of Giants. For reference; 
standing on the shoulders of giants is a 
metaphor which means “using the un-
derstanding gained by major thinkers 
who have gone before in order to make 
intellectual progress” and we thought 
this was a perfect fit. So we have put 
Southern Fried Genocide to rest. From 
here, we move forward while remem-
bering the past and embracing the fu-
ture. Speaking of the future, the band 
are recording with Mark Brasel at 
Zone Productions. Lead singer Ste-
ven ‘Born’ Spencer adds; “We have 
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worked with Mark in the past. He has 
a good focus on how we work and our 
sound. We hope to have a couple sin-
gles out by late fall, with a full record 
soon to follow.”
 
The last few years there seems to 
have been a rise in the number of lo-
cal bands “sharing” members. A lot of 
talented musicians and some obvious 
free time no doubt to seek out other 
talented musicians. One of the latest 
and most productive super groups is 
Casket Culture. Made up of broth-
ers Moorgen and Reilly Griffin, Travis 
Johnson, Mauricio Garcia and Josh 
Doyle, their collective resume includes 
Men Against Fire, Eviction Notice, 
Vex Vox Populi and the podcast The 
Josh Pit among others. It was the said 
podcast that I met Doyle who was ob-
viously saving his singing prowess for 
this project. The band had just started 
playing shows when the pandemic 
forced live music to halt. This did 
not deter them from being productive 
and very creative in their recordings; 
both audio and visual. The band has 
released multiple singles and the ac-
companying videos, including covers 
from the influential Blitzkid. The most 
recent recording, The Phantom, was 
released last month and is available on 
all streaming services. This band feels 
like they have been around for years.  
Their excitement to create and share 
the results is evident and much appre-
ciated. Cheers to the guys for amping 
up their game in a situation that most 
of us have taken a breather.
 
Sam Fowler could do 100 pushups, 
then write a song about it. Not only 
would he write a song about it, he 
would ask you to help write it. This lo-
cal hybrid songwriter/personal trainer 
is a force to be reckon with in and 
out of the gym. “There are 3 things 
people should know about me,” he 
starts out last month during an online 
chat.“1) I’m a looping musician (cre-
ating sounds/beats all with my voice 
and guitar) and layering them to cre-

vid Greshel is one of those guys who 
wasn’t the loudest but carries himself 
with a calm intensity. We worked in 
different departments and only inter-
acted at work a handful of times. His 
talents take center stage. “Poetry is a 
bit of a strange beast. A literary me-
dium that draws a varied reaction as 
a topic, as well as a lifeline and a ca-
tharsis for unpacking and addressing 
emotional turmoil,” he shares with the 
Lowdown. He is well acquainted with 
the unique aspects of the art form and 
is back with a new offering. Postcards 
from a City Ablaze is his fourth col-
lection for Neon Sunrise Publishing, 
compiling work written between 2017 
and 2019 that crosses the spectrum of 
human emotion and experience. Da-
vid approaches his craft with equal 
measures of reflection, hope, humor, 
and reality with results that are both 
compelling and insightful. Postcards 
from a City Ablaze will be available 
worldwide this month. Find out more 
info and sample his writing on David’s 
online pages.
 
It’s amazing how a year, and this year 
in particular, can change.  It was this 
time last year that we were promoting 
the reboot of the Space Coast Music 
Festival. I’ll always look at the time 
fondly as a group of organizers, many 
volunteers, even more bands and of 
course YOU showed up that fateful 
day in the Eau Gallie Arts District. 
As we pause this year for obvious and 
cautious reasons, we have some time 
to reflect on just what we have here 
in Brevard. Not going to get into the 
‘you don’t know what you got til it’s 
gone’ cliché but it does puts things 
into perspective. I am super proud of 
all the artists and closet creative types 
that have either adjusted to home re-
cordings or rose up from the obscurity 
to participate in the more mainstream. 
We remain creative if not a little skep-
tical as to what the future holds.
 Drop me a line at keller5@hot-
mail.com and for God’s sake turn the 
burner down before the pot boils over.

ate a “one man band” sound (see my 
YouTube videos to see how it works).” 
Fowler also relies on the internet 
channel to interact and even collabo-
rate with fans/musicians in writing on 
new songs. “2) I am acoustic driven. I 
love honest vocals, stripped backed ar-
rangements, so the raw sound of a gui-
tar and vocals can be appreciated. 3) I 
write my own music with a desire for 
people to listen and see a little bit of 
themselves in my music.” One song in 
particular, “Make It Happen,” carries a 
special message. “So many love songs 
are about how love is great. Now don’t 
get me wrong, love IS great. But am 
I the only one who also finds it hard? 
I hope not! But just because love is 
hard, doesn’t mean it’s not worth it. 
Some people run when things get hard. 
My wife and I have committed that no 
matter how hard it gets, we aren’t go-
ing to give up on our marriage. When 
love doesn’t happen on its own, you 
have to “make it happen.” Don’t give 
up friends! Anything worth doing 
requires effort! Fowler’s infectious 
enthusiasm carries over in his side 
business of Sam Fowler Fitness. Find 
the music and all things Sam on Face-
book, Instagram and YouTube.
 
Over these almost twenty years in 
Brevard I’ve worked a handful of 
jobs. Most of which were in customer 
service call centers. I contend that you 
get an interesting mix of personalities 
from all works of life. You have to 
be aware of the quiet ones lol. Da-

Brevard Live
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CD Review

John is a local solo musician. A resi-
dent since 1974 and has been per-

forming all over Central Florida since 
2013. I’m not a big fan of home stu-
dios. I won’t get into why other than 
something seems to be missing. How-
ever, with today’s technology, soft-
ware, plugins etc. in home studios are 
making a lot of headway. This effort 
by John Nugent is unequivocally the 
best I’ve ever heard - ever. He does all 
the instruments, vocals, mixing and 
mastering in his home studio. He calls 
it Mixin’ Talernya Music. 
 The boss gave me this CD and I 
immediately put it in my Hot Rod’s 
600 watt stereo. I didn’t have high ex-
pectations but... from the first tune to 
the last, this CD totally blew me away! 
Do I dare say this stuff is total genius! 
You never want this CD to end and 
you’ll play it over and over. Catchy 
phrases and hooks. Enough cool guitar 
licks to please any musician. The one 
and only negative I could find was the 
bass sometimes gets lost in the mix. 
But the average listener will never no-
tice.

By Rob Pedrick

CD
REVIEW

John Nugent
Gettin’ Deep

 We start out with “Can’t Control 
My Rock And Roll”. Clever intro and 
sweet guitar tone. Cool lick at 01:51. At 
02:10 I hear a nice Octavia type thing 
going on. Brilliant usage of slap back 
delay. Actually, the whole CD is lad-
en with just the right touch of reverb, 
delay, clean overdrive, you name it. 
Next we have one of three instrumen-
tals on the album, “Crack The Code”. 
Cool guitar licks abound. Structure of 
the songwriting is off the charts. “I’m 
Gonna Be Fine” has a Green Day kind 
of feel. “North Shore”, another instru-
mental, shows great production quali-
ties from this artist. “Gotta Get Better 
To Die” has a dark, heavy, swampy  feel 
to it. One of my favorites.  Listen to the 
bitchin’ lead starting at 02:09. The tune 
“Florida Man” is worth the price of ad-
mission in itself. How does one write 
such cool stuff as this? Outstanding 
lyrics! You will laugh throughout this 
tune. Jimmy Buffet on steroids! “Bury 
This” with another cool intro then 
changes gears into the main theme and 
verses. Yet again, a very tasteful lead at 
02:07 switching back effortlessly to the 
verse at 02:36. I’m not sure what to say 
about “Plagiarist Writer.” Other than I 
like it. It’s a parody of The Beatles “Pa-
perback Writer.” We end the CD with 
another instrumental “Gojira.” Like 
Satriani without the pyrotechnics. John 
Nugent can make his guitar heavy and 
hard but still clean without over usage 
of distortion.
 “Gettin’ Deep” is one of the bet-
ter CDs you will find anywhere my 
friends. Great guitar playing, vocals, 
songwriting, harmonies, double leads, 
cool tasteful effects, on and on we go! 
Am I gushing over this one? Maybe. 
Get this album and hear for yourself. 
You can email John Nugent at johnnu-
gentmusic@gmail.com or go to his 
website johnnugentmusic.com. 

If you like to get your CD reviewed by 
Rob Pedrick, please mail a respectable 
copy to Brevard Live Magazine
P.O.Box 1452, Melbourne, FL 32902.

The Jazz World mourns the pass-
ing of Central Florida Jazz icon 

and decades-long host of Jazz on the 
Beach, Jack Simpson. Jack, who had 
recently celebrated his 96th birthday 
on September 12th, passed away Sun-
day, September 20th.
 Jack’s Jazz on the Beach show 
was first aired by WFIT radio station 
in 1967 and has been heard on WUCF 
since 1983. The show includes swing, 
bebop, and vocal jazz by small groups 
and big bands.
 Jack was predeceased by his long-
time love and wife of 60+ years, Lor-
raine, in June 2020. He is survived by 
his four children, grandchildren, great-
grandchildren, and legions of fans and 
friends all over the world.
 Brevard Live met with Jack when 
he officially recorded his last show at 
the studios of WFIT (photo). He was 
90 years old then and decided it was 
time to retire. His last day in the stu-
dio was business as usual - he laughed, 
told anecdotes and educated listeners 
about jazz music.
 His son Ken posted on Facebook: 
“I just wanted all those who loved my 
dad and “Jazz on the Beach” to know 
that over the past year, we were work-
ing on a book of his essays originally 
published in the Central Florida Jazz 
Society’s newsletter called “Blue 
Notes”. The book, simply called “Jazz 
on the Beach,” is now available for 
FREE on iBooks.” 

Jack Simpson
Dies At 96
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If you are a Metallica fan, the title of this article makes 
you smile and also makes you dig through your collec-

tion of albums to listen to the song for about the millionth 
time. The question is, will you pull out “Ride the Light-
ning” from 1984 or are you an “S and M” fan from 1999?  
Either way, the Cliff Burton bass line haunts you in a good 
way, especially when the church bell starts ringing in that 
AC/DC sort of “Hells Bells” kind of way. 

The late Cliff Burton was inspired by Ernest Hemingway’s 
1940 novel of the same title, about the process of death in 
modern warfare and the bloody Spanish Civil War. Open 
to chapter 27 and you’ll see the Metallica lyrics come to 
life, specifically the part about five soldiers being obliter-
ated during an airstrike after they took a defensive posi-
tion on a hill. 
Hemingway’s title is taken from the metaphysical poet 
John Donne, who wrote a poem of the same title. Check 
out the poem, from Donnes work, “Devotions upon Emer-
gent Occasions,” published in 1624. Hemingway quotes 
part of the mediation in the epigraph of his book. 

No man is an Island, intire of it selfe; every man is a piece 
of the Continent,
a part of the maine; if a Clod bee washed away by the Sea, 
Europe is the lesse, as well as if a Promontorie were, as 
well as if a Mannor of thy friends or of thine owne were; 
any mans death diminishes me, because I am involved in 
Mankinde;  And therefore never send to know for whom 
the bell tolls; It tolls for thee.

EVERYDAY MATTERS 
In times gone by, when someone died, especially if they 
were of noble birth, the church bells would ring. If you 
heard the bells ringing you know someone was dead. The 
ringing of the bells reminds us, we are not here forever. 

By Bill Stanley

For Whom
The Bell

Tolls

I Am Nomad

Learning to Make
Every Day Count
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I AM NOMAD is a column for all rebels, wanderers, art-
ists, lovers and anyone who looks at life outside the box. 
Bill Stanley is an iconoclast, mystic, activist and speak-
er and coach known for his work in social justice and 
spirituality. He speaks to thousands annually as a keynote 
speaker in business events, conferences, church retreats 
and social justice projects. You can connect with Bill on 
LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.

We are here one day and gone the next. On one hand, this 
is a really depressing thought, but on the other hand it 
should motivate us to make the most of each and every 
day. I’m actually inspired by the phrase for whom the 
bell tolls because I’m striving to live an inspired life. I’m 
trying to live a life that is motivated by great things and 
a life striving to make wise choices and do great things. 
Make every waking second of every day count. Make 
wise choices, and do things that will matter. Prioritize the 
important and not just those things that are urgent. 

EVERYONE MATTERS 
 Donne and Hemingway remind us the entire human race 
is really just one entity. We might be from different coun-
tries, celebrate different religions, believe different ideol-
ogies, but in the end, when the bell tolls, it doesn’t search 
for Democrats, Baptists, or Europeans; the bell tolls for 
humans. Regardless of where you grew up, what you be-
lieve, or the philosophies you live your life by; we are all 
one big human race. When one of us dies, a piece of us 
dies as well. In a way we are all responsible for one an-
other. I guess I am my brother’s keeper.  

EVERYTHING MATTERS 
Since I am my brother’s keeper this means everything 
matters. I might not be able to give hundreds of dollars to 
charity, but I can give something. It might not be cash at 
all, but it could be my time, energy or talents. Maybe even 
my expertise. Find something to rally behind and live to 
inspire others. 
 Continue to pay it forward, no matter the size of 
the donation or the hours spent volunteering. Donne, to 
Hemingway, to Burton (Metallica), inspiration inspires 
inspiration. So keep paying it forward. Keep living your 
story. Keep inspiriting others with whatever it is you have 
to inspire them with.
As Donne seems to suggest in his poem, when you hear 
the bell ringing, don’t ask, For Whom the Bells Tolls. You 
should already know the answer, it rings for you. It rings 
for me. It rings for us all. 
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ROCK YOUR 
HEALTH

by Richard Hendry

Any Major Dude 
will tell you

If the title of the article does not strike a cord with you, 
it’s ok. It’s a reference to the Steely Dan song. And in 

following up on my “music as therapy” idea from August, 
I wanted to share with you all my “Life lessons in Lyrics” 
notion.  I have been hearing these notes of advice in song 
lyrics for as long as I have been using music for therapy.
 It occurred to me years ago that if you wanted to, you 
might be able to learn everything you needed to know 
from movies and music. After all, these medium are driv-
en by story telling. And most stories are taken from life 
experience. If you listen carefully, you can learn some-
thing or be inspired by a B movie or even (God Forbid) a 
Katty Perry song. It all comes back to the writing and the 
experience that writing draws on. 
 My father used to say that experience is what you 
get when you do not get want you want. And, boy if you 
really listen... You can hear a lot of experience in the lyr-
ics of songs. Wisdom from mistakes, life lessons and an 
ample amount of regrets. Advice on how to treat a lover 
is a common theme in songs. So too is, Love Lost, Love 
Found and Love Left To Die. Sure some songs are about 
partying or Shots, shots, shots. Hey, not every lesson is 
for everyone. And, not every song has something vaild for 
daily use, unless you do need to “ whip it good” or “rock 
someone like a hurricane.” In different to my keen ability 
to mine out nuggets of truth and wisdom from songs, I 
simply have never know how to “Wang Chung tonight” 
or felt the need to do it or what use it could possibly be 
anyhow. The same is true for whatever “Safety Dance” 
is or was. And, while the title here is from a Steely Dan 
song, the meanings and messages from most of their work 
is forever lost on me. But, sometimes you only need one. 

As this insane year just keeps getting crazier and crazier 
and longer and longer - I have turned to music for some 
words of wisdom, a little guidance and pure vocal lament 
in neat sets of 4 line verses and chorus. When I have felt 
overwhelmed by the unsettlly amount of problems in the 
world, I hear John Lennon singing that “ there are no 
problems, only solutions”. And in doing so, I feel better 
some how. 
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As I have been enraged by all the sides and lines that have 
been drawn over politics, race and Covid, I reminded my-
self of the words of Don Henley ..” an angry man can 
only get so far, until he reconciles the way he thinks things 
ought to be - with the way things are.” This reminds me 
to accept more and resist less. Saving my energy for the 
really big battles and let the small scrimmages and Face-
book slap fights go. 
 However, not all the wisdom is in 30 year old rock. 
There is plenty in all genres and decades. When I find my-
self being too hard on others or lacking understanding, 
Tim Mcgraw reminds me that “I’m in no position to judge 
them, heaven knows it could have been me.” 
 And to further drive that point home, Everlast can re-
mind me about “knowing what i’ts like to have to choose.” 
Over this year, I have found myself down the rabbit hole 
more than once. Screaming at the world like a mad beast 
in the dark, until  three simple words have pulled me back 
from the edge, Let - It - Be. 
 And if I am ever confused about what I should be 
doing with my life or where I should begin, MJ has me 
covered with the “Man in the Mirror.” 
 It has always been this way for me. What I have heard 
in songs is very different than most people. Sometimes 
the lyrics find me at the right moment and other times I 
seek them out. I have always needed and welcomed them. 
So should we all. In these simple and unassuming lyrics 
there can be comfort. There can be peace and even a way 
to restart your hour or day or life. Because nothing is over. 
Nothing has happened that cannot be made better some-
how, even if it’s just through acceptance. For every bad 
thing, there are at least 2 good ones. You just might need 
a little help remembering that. But, you are not on your 
own, there is sage advice as close as your favorite media 
app. 60 years of modern music is there to help you along. 
Help you get by and deal with these unsettling times. 
Where should you start? Perhaps you need look no further 
than the title here.
  “Any Major dude with half a heart would surely tell 
you my friend, any modern world that falls apart, comes 
together again.”  
 Listen well, be well

Fifth Avenue Art Gallery is pleased to announce the call 
for art for the 15th Annual 100% Pure Florida juried ex-
hibition. This call for artists is open to all Florida artists 
who are 18 years of age and up. Pure Florida refers to the 
artist’s residence. Subject matter and style are unlimited.  
This is a juried exhibit. Entries must be postmarked by 
January 20, 2021. Call 321-259-8261 for information.

15th Annual 100% Pure Florida Exhibition
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THE DOPE DOCTOR

  

“Everyone has lost their damn mind”- anonymous mes-
sage

Well, let’s be clear, we have always lived on the edge 
of chaos and insanity. We have survived walking a 

tight rope above self destruction. Yet, I choose to love the 
beautiful animals that we are as we pretend to be above 
it all. 

Every day I speak and apply effort to save a life. I listen 
to the thoughts, process through the emotions, and seek 
out the inspiration. Every action has a fuel, and when we 
match a purpose with that active ingredient, something 
magical happens. We then experience hope and a focus to 
do whatever is necessary to achieve it.

Hope is an incredible thing. Without it even waking up or 
bathing is difficult. Why bother? However, when we have 
it, we are unstoppable. We can shrug off the most annoy-
ing of words and navigate around the most disturbing bar-
riers. We can pivot then rinse and repeat. Hope does that.

This is what makes it vital to not give up. To never ever 
give up. To know that regardless of how it all may appear 
in this moment, time and the evolution it brings can never 
be beaten. As a people we have survived plagues, pan-
demics, world domination by tyrants, inquisitions, revo-
lutions, wars, and natural disasters. Yet, we consistently 
stand back up, unite, and preserve. Hope has done that.

We cannot allow ourselves to ignore the incredible accom-
plishments that we have achieved. In one generation we 
have witnessed marked improvement in our acceptance of 
genders, gender identity, race, culture, interracial marriag-
es, and anyone different than the “norm.” Are we where 
we need to be? I’m not sure that’s the correct question. 
We are where we are and that is much further than the 
generation before us. The real question is if we are where 
we want to be. That is our struggle. We always want more 
than what we have. That can either fuel continued growth, 

HOPE

Follow The Dope Doctor on Facebook, Twitter, & Instagram. 
Need Help? Call 407-721-5402

Luis A. Delgado, CAP
Host/The Couch Live Radio
www.TheDopeDoctor.com

Founder of The N.O.W
Matters More Foundation

www.NowMattersMore.org
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inspire you to keep it moving, or frustrate you because 
you refuse to accept the speed in which it comes.

That brings me back to the word hope. None of the hor-
rible events I described above can hurt me more than I can 
hurt myself. I’ve lied to myself more than you have lied 
to me. I have said things to myself much more harmful 
than you have said to me. I confined myself more than you 
have the ability to confine me. I have been my enemy and 
saboteur. I had no hope. I had only self pity, hate, and a 
victim mentality. Some of it justified, but none of it useful. 
None of it came with hope. 

I share this all today simply to encourage you to focus 
only on those things you can do something about. In your 
own orbit. How are you contributing to the internal peace 
you want?

This world will evolve and change with or without me. 
However, I will only evolve or change with my own vi-
sion, purpose, and action in place. We all need to stay fo-
cused on the positive of who we are. The good within us. 
The truth we see inside.

A drink, drug, hateful words, violence, and blaming oth-
ers will not help you find that peace. That does not inspire 
the hope needed to carry the love and messages you bring 
out. Channel that internal Nelson Mandela who forgave 
those who imprisoned him and changed the world with 
love, inspiration, and HOPE. 

This works with addiction, mental health balance, and so-
cial issues. I don’t need to agree with you to love you. I 
don’t need you to respect me for me to respect you. You 
don’t have the power to change my purpose or my mis-
sion. I am here to help you from the lane I am in regard-
less of how you look or what you represent. Why? Be-
cause I have hope. Hope that whatever it is we are here 
to do, that you carry a purpose and with our help you can 
achieve that purpose. I may not believe that everything 
happens for a reason, but I do apply reason to everything 
that happens. It is what allows me to function in positivity 
regardless of the pain I have caused myself and others. I 
have made it meaningful. 

Help me keep it meaningful and share a little hope with 
me. I think we need a little more of that right about now. 
Breathe on and keep it movin’.
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A.E. SOLAND
By Steve Keller

Florida Art

With all of the creativity in Brevard it is 
sometimes difficult to find something 

that feels like “our own”. For artist/musician/
store owner A.E. Soland, Standard Collective 
is exactly that. You’d be hard pressed to find 
a more grateful, humble talent than Soland. 
He continues to push the envelope and lend 
a helping hand when needed. His artwork and 
music will be around as long as his reputation 
in the community. 
 
“I grew up on Satellite Beach, was really into skateboard-
ing, surfing and music,” he begins. “I graduated high school 
and started working at the Groove Tube where they encom-
passed all of that culture. In 1997 I met Bob Hurley and Paul 
Gomez from what was then Billabong, and they sponsored 
me as a shop guy.  In 1999 Paul told me that they were split-
ting from Billabong and starting Hurley and asked if I would 
run the surf team. From there I just worked my butt off and 
before I knew it I was the East Coast Marketing Director 
which allowed me to travel the world and learn marketing 
from some of the best in the industry.”

Standard Collective In Eau Gallie   Suddenly thrust onto the world’s stage, Soland quickly 
learned that nothing lasts forever. “I worked with Hurley, 
Nixon watches, Arnette sunglasses and Etnies shoes for al-
most 5 years, but shortly after Nike bought Hurley we part-
ed ways,” he explains. “I did odd jobs like selling furniture 
and handy work for a couple of years until I opened a bou-
tique inside Introspection hair salon with my friend Chelsea 
Garside. This was towards the end of 2007 and lasted about 
2 years until we split ways and I started Standard Collective 
in 2010.” To spend any amount of time with him you real-
ize that he puts in the same amount of passion working with 
worldwide recognized brands as he did selling furniture and 
working odd jobs.
  “I was just going to do a pop up shop in the Melbourne 
Mall but the concept I had worked better with the help of 
a lot of good people that I met through the surf industry 
and my friends,” he continues. “I started making t-shirts at a 
young age from there always pushed myself to create other 
things, as I got older and learned more about sewing I stared 
hand sewing my own wallets and at some point decided to 
buy a industrial sewing machine that allowed me to sew big-
ger items such as handbags, travel bags, etc. I always en-
joyed making jewelry but was more into design and making 
leather goods.”
  The store also benefited from the guidance of  Alana 
Robley. “She has been with me since my days at Introspec-
tion”, he explains. “She started out as a manager when we 
had employees, as well as a merchandiser. A few years in, 
I realized she was a way better ladies buyer and took over 
that role as well. She also makes jewelry and leather goods.” 
The two became inseparable, eventually becoming a couple 
in 2013.
  Suddenly, the mall had a purpose. Tucked away but not 
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too far from the chain stores and food court was this amaz-
ing oasis of creativity.  Not only could you find brands like 
To Write Love On Her Arms, but handmade art as well as 
the Standard Collective t-shirt line. Soland created multiple 
design all centered around the store’s name. Standard Col-
lective became a destination to many and an escape from 
the corporate brands. “The first time I ever had one of my 
paintings printed on a shirt and sold was at their place,” 
remembers artist Jamie Meagher, best known for his Lego 
murals. “It was Frankenstein’s monster wearing a misfits 
t-shirt. They even put the design on onesies!” Meagher’s 
artwork and creations continue to be sold at the store
  Like all good things, the mall space had to come to an 
end. “We were in the mall for 5 1/2 years and had moved 
around the mall 3 times until we decided it was time to 
leave.  At first glance the future seemed uncertain. Soland 
bought a box truck and tricked it out to use as a mobile 
boutique. Downsizing seemed inevitable until in the blink 
of an eye, everything came together.  In 2016 Standard Col-
lective relocated to downtown Eau Gallie (EGAD). “They 
were really one of the first of the newer retail shops to come 
in and start blowing things up here,” says Keenun Barley 
a frequent collaborator and one of the founders of Co/Cre-
ate.  Tony and Alana have been active since day one. I love 
how hard they work in this community.” The trio were in-
strumental in the start of FLEAGAD; a monthly outing of 
local merchants that is equal part eco-friendly and off the 
beaten trail. The new space also gave way to an endeavor 
that Soland had always envisioned; live entertainment. The 
additional room doubled as a music room, art openings, po-
etry and stand-up comedy. The team of Soland and Robey 
transformed the once mall illuminated superstore to a rustic, 
creative boutique where at any given time you could rock 

out to punk music on the sound system.  “I love them,” quips 
Barley. They fit together really well even though they are 
two completely different human beings,”.  
  Their creativity as well as the new location gave way 
to the great endeavor known as the 2019 Space Coast Mu-
sic Festival last November. Soland and Robley worked tire-
lessly behind the scenes and Standard Collective was the 
official merchandiser for the event. Festival goers in EGAD 
could go by the store and have items (t-shirts, tank tops, tote 
bags) printed out while they waited. The event was a success 
thanks in part to the store doubling as one of the stages for 
the over 60 bands that performed.  One of those bands that 
played was The Easy Uzis. Soland had taken a long hiatus 
from music before assembling somewhat of a super group 
of area players.  Any rust he may have had as a singer/front 
man was quickly gone. The band drew one of the largest 
crowds of the day as they performed in the nearby EGAD 
amphitheater within eyesight of the store.
  Although the pandemic has slowed production and had 
shut the physical location until recently, Soland was able to 
work on art and relied on online orders to continue working. 
These days it’s not unusual to find both Soland and Robley 
helping out one of the local businesses in the area in either 
design or swinging a hammer to get an event ready to show-
case. Throughout all the ups and downs, he remains humble 
for the success he has had in his life.
  “I’m inspired by life and my surroundings, music, 
friends, conversations and culture. I’d like to travel through-
out Europe with Alana and learn how the different cultures 
inspired art and fashion and personally.  I’ve already accom-
plished my personal bucket list; I’ve got to snowboard the 
Swiss Alps , surf Bonsai Pipeline, sing with The Easy Uzis 
and create my dream job with some of my best friends.”
  As the Standard Collective celebrates 10 years in 2020, 
Soland maintains grace and humility. “From the beginning, 
we wanted to be a true collective in the sense of having arti-
sans of all different mediums make Standard Collective be-
come what it was supposed to be.” Mission accomplished.
  Find Standard Collective, AE Soland and Alana Robley 
and The Easy Uzis on Facebook and Instagram.

Florida Art

Photos: A.E. Soland and Alana Robley in 
front of a wall with drawings by Derek Gores. 
The rustic boutique is a true collective in the 
sense of having artisans of all different medi-
ums presented in the showroom.
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October is the most significant month for the “Trachino-
tis Carolinas” -  Brevard’s most polarizing species, 

the Pompano. I call them “Silver Tourists.” Schools of Sil-
vers will enter the beaches from as far north as Delaware.  
 Teaching Popano fishing is my work. I’ve invested 12 
years into designing  pompano rigs, specific types of float 
attractors. There are 2 hook dropper rigs, strictly designed 
to present evident colors in varied water spectrums. In 
other words put a lot of pompano in the cooler! Another 
easy to catch great eating fish will be the whiting.  A one 
to 2 pound ling cod. 
 Rigg’s Outpost sells a ton of my rigs. When you buy 
the rigs it’s imperative to buy assorted fresh baits to offer 
the complete cuisine: sand fleas, clams and shrimp. Want 
to double your catch, purchase my new product called 
FishGum. Put on a one inch scented strip  and a burst of 
fishy flavours will chum the fish to your bait. 
     The best way to fish the October surf is a method guides 
call live and dead sticking. When you put your surf rods 
into the surf spikes, you are dead sticking. These fish will 
hook themselves. Always have an auxiliary setup with 
the right lure to catch snook, tarpon and big jacks. When 
the bait schools are approaching your locale, quickly pick 
up this stick and cast diagonally past the busting baitfish. 
This is your live stick.  Cast Rapala XRAPS and DOA 
Baitbusters at the ocean explosions. Watch your dead 
sticks for a bending tip. This sounds like a circus but the 
turmoil offshore is superb by my standards. Slow trolling 
for silver kings and cobia are the highlights of October. 
Kings are in the mackerel clan. They range from 10 to 50 
pounds. Often you will observe them soaring 10 to 15 feet 
into the air. It’s not uncommon for a hefty missile to jump 
entirely across the bow of the boat. All this occurs while 
not even being hooked. You could imagine the struggle to 
get one of these to the boat.  Greateating and even better 
smoked.  They are plentiful this month.
     The cobia represent the most sought after fish offshore 
this month. The hunt to find cobia is part of the adventure. 
The Captain scans the ocean from the tuna tower. He in-
vites guests to check the sea surface looking for frigate 
birds, any parcel of debris and most likely turtle and huge 
rays. When the target is approached you will cast heavy 
squid appearing lures and jig them violently. After two 
casts and no hits he moves on.  But when this command-
ing striker hooks up, it gets wild for a great length of time.  

Rigg’s Outpost
FISHING REPORT
OCT. FORECAST

by Pompano Rich
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